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Message from Roseline Orwa, Founder and Director of Rona Foundation
Dear Partners & Friends of Rona ,
2019-2020 has been a difficult, and most challenging year in our fight for the human rights for
widows in Kenya. As a reader of this report, you are part of our struggle and for your
contribution, in whatever form, I want to thank you from the bottom of my heart.
In this covid19 pandemic period we saw an unprecedented increase of gender violence, loss of
livelihoods, with some break-through in our activities to support and empower marginalized
rural widows and orphans by providing emergency food and economic empowerment
programs. We formed strategic partnerships, joined gender networks and created a
consortium of 17 widow organizations in Kenya. We also published the widows charter in
the National Media and currently lobbying for outlawing of harmful cultural (widowhood)
practices in Siaya County.
We trained and structured about 40 widow groups in 2020 and with over 6000 women
impacted we continue to see the scalability of our approach of setting up widow-self-help groups
through “training the trainers”. In addition to providing financial literacy training, rights
education and empowering our established widow self-help groups Rona introduced widow’s
economic empowerment program (WEEP), a signature economic intervention aimed to ignite
potential and reduce poverty.
I am proud to announce that in 2020 micro-finance program (Rona Savings & Loaning
(ROSALO) with a matching fund component to select widow groups and women stood the test
of the pandemic, and is highly demanded. 32 of our widow groups improved their structures
with excellent structures in administration and reporting that provides a reliable platform to
empowering widows to lift themselves out of extreme poverty. See here for more info.
We achieved measurable milestones in awareness and advocacy by getting airtime on mass
media outlets across Radio, TV and online media reaching millions of people globally. Of note,
was BBC World Wide Service. In 2020 two documentaries by Maisha Magic East and Atlantic
Philanthropies through the London School of Economics-Atlantic Programme were released. See
here for more info.
In 2019/2020, Rona Centre continued expand taking us further to sustainability. With the
support of The Forgotten International, Modern Widows Club and Serving Others World
Wide - we completed a WASH project complete with the covid19 health protocols. We also
expanded our early childhood school to a private primary school with 3 temporary classrooms
(upto Grade 3). Further with the invaluable support of Modern Widows Club (MWC) we started
and equipped the Rona Tailoring school that has 6 students with 12 tailoring machines. Our
Board Members also progressed the construction of 2 Rona cottages aimed to be completed in
2021. See here for more info.
Lastly, we took an important step into further professionalizing and growing our organizational
structures, by employing skilled staff and capacity building for the existing ones. We now have
18 staff on salary, 3 are paid through the existing Forum civ grant, 2 through support of Friends
of Rona, Seattle, 1 through Modern Widows Club. 2 others are paid through our income
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generating projects and once in a while individual donation. The rest are paid from my tailoring
business and other personal consultancy resources.
With this momentum I am looking on 2021 with the goal of achieving even more. We have
immediate and long-term needs ranging from continued orphan education and upkeep,
construction of 3 brick classrooms, completing cottages and admin costs to continue our
widow economic empowerment operations. With only one active grant currently, we rely for 45
percent
on
individual
donations.
I am counting on you not to let our women down! Click here for a list of needs and option to
donate tax-deductible via PayPal info.
Thank you for standing with me and thousands of vulnerable women and for spreading your
love and kindness through the covid19 pandemic! Your invaluable support, messages and calls
kept on our vision – caring for widows and orphans a practical reality!
We are honoured to serve with you and welcome to visit when things open up!.

Blessings
Roseline Orwa

Report on the Activities and Achievement of the Rona Foundation
2019-2020
Empower Marginalized and Destitute Widows
Objective: Achieve widow-empowerment through paralegal trainings,widows rights
education and capacity building to widow self-help groups.
 Rona empowered & structured 32 widow groups in 2020, with clear monitoring and
evaluation tools in place for weekly, bi-monthly reporting. Currently impacting about
1000 rural widows monthly, from a network of about 6,000 widows in Siaya County.
These groups are the key ingredient in turning around the life of the impacted women
 Held 51 sensitization forums and 51 widows cafes in 2020 with 100-200 women per
forum. Here the women opened up about the abuse that has been inflicted on them,
engage in loss and grief sharing and receive support, as well as discuss the progress of
their groups.
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5 held by Rona Foundation staff and 5 held by the trainers enabled by Rona
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 Train the Trainer life skill and paralegal trainings: Held 352 trainings that are geared
towards imparting selected widows and widow leaders with skills in grief counselling,
positive living, widow rights and laws of succession. The participants were trained as
Trainers of Trainers (TOTs) so that they are be able to deliver the training to other widow
groups.
 Establishment of community
action teams:
To further lower SGBV violence and
widow
cleansing,
we
have
established 72 community action
teams. The community teams are
constituted in 6 sub counties with a
total of 4members in select locations.
The members are drawn from the
widow leaders, men, male champions
and duty bearers to be moral duty
advocates. They also form the
technical working group to develop a ‘widowhood bill’ to outlaw harmful cultural
practices meted on women only when they lose their husbands, as well as develop an
alternative non sexual widow cleansing ceremony.
 Monitoring of paralegal desks in 2020: Held 1 legal community outreach. With the
covid19 pandemic the paralegal desks services shifted to door to door, phone reporting
and through our 2 satellite offices. Door to door and phone response done through the
trained 100 widow leaders, 28 male champions and 26 gender police officers. Dressed in
branded IEC materials for easy identification with ‘haki forms’, a reporting tool on SGBVS
and widow abuse. The widow leaders receive reports of widow abuses, incidences of
violations and gender-based violence (GBV) in the target locations. These incidences are
recorded and legitimate cases forwarded to the authorities for judicial intervention.
Objective: Achieve economic-empowerment of widows through micro finance
administered through widow groups
In 2020 Rona improved microfinancing to empower widows on a
way towards a dignified independent
life
The
demand
for
economic
empowerment tripled with the
covid19 pandemic, schools’ closure,
Lake Victoria over flow, Locusts and
Lock downs.
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In 2020, Rona piloted a 6month
program dubbed Widows Economic Empowerment program (WEEP), a localized
version of Street Business School (SBS) model targeting 15 widow groups, and was

5 held by Rona Foundation staff and 30 held by the trainers enabled by Rona
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delivered to only 3 widow groups due to covid19 and logistics challenges. 2 of our
staff got trained andaccredited as qualified coaches by SBS.
The mobile classroom uniquely tailored to meet the needs of those we serve. This model
creates transformation for people living in poverty, by building confidence and igniting
entrepreneurial skills to reduce poverty. The overall objective of the project is to
empower rural widows, through entrepreneurship training, business coaching focusing
on enterprise and income generating ideas.
 In 2020 Rona funded 15 widow groups ranging from 20 USD to 250 USD, disbursing
a sum of total of 1,000USD. Through this program a total of 365 widows and their
families were impacted.
Our “match the funds” approach ensures buy-in and business skill provision. For
this each applying group has to collect initial funds from their own members to start
their business activities with. In this phase Rona provides crucial financial and business
literacy training. Once the group shows successful activities the Rona Foundation
matches whatever funds they have collected to that point. Usually, it takes four to six
months before a group has shown sufficient skill to qualify for the matching of the funds.
Based on current activity we can already see that the wealth of the groups
currently stands at about 3,000 USD. The growth has declined due to covid19
impacting livelihoods and the informal economy.
Activities planned for 2021:
 Establishment of an SMS platform: The platform has two purposes. One, allow women
to contact a widow leader in their region that will assist with the case of abuse and
connect them to help, e.g., police, the church or local community leaders. Secondly, we
seek to gain currently missing data on the frequency and exact nature of widow abuse in
Kenya and its regional forms in order to lobby more effectively and improve our local
services. Launch planned for May 2022 subject to availability of resources.
 Project Adaptation in Zambia and Kilifi, Kenya: Subject to local and global
Partnerships, Rona aims to adapt the project ‘Mjane kwanza 2’, (loosely translated means
widows first) that has been implemented in Siaya county and set to be adapted in Zambia
and marginalized areas of Kilifi county. It will advance and adopt an integrated approach
in the region that will promote and strengthen the empowerment and inclusion of rural
widows, to prevent and respond to SGBVs against women and men. The project will
boldly attempt to address forgotten human rights and gender-based concerns of rural
widows. It is based on the desire to promote inclusion of marginalized minorities in
gender and human rights spheres; it emphasizes on the need for rights-holders to use
innovative approaches to set their own agenda while promoting the human centred
approach design.
 Rona aims to present a Memo with the Proposed widows Charter to Siaya County for
creation of a widows’ protection Bill 2021.

Create Awareness and Advocacy for Widow Human Rights
Changing community attitudes and behaviour around SGBV and widow cleansing!
 To prevent SGBVs (Sex and Gender Based Violence) and widow cleansing Rona received
a cost extension grant from Forum civ to continue the project ‘Mjane Kwanza’ project in
2020-2021, which now impacts over 3000 widows in new locations, and 3 million
community members, runs to March 2021.
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Media outreach: Changing cultural perceptions and raising the female human rights
issue

Significant media outreach was
achieved in 2020/2021 to increase
awareness on widow abuse and change cultural
perceptions of marginalized widows. Our
partnership with African Uncensored on the
45minute
filmed
documentary
#Maishamkanda aired on Maisha Magic East
on DSTV, delivering the act of men copulating
with recently widowed women as part of the
wider culture of wife inheritance and widow
cleansing practices during burial ceremonies.
And further, nominated to the #KALASHA Awards2020, and we came second with 745
votes.
 We had a media podcast interview with BBC World Service, that gave us a platform to
speak about a topic on "Young Widows with Widowhood cultural practices.". That
engaged
a
conversation
to
the
listeners
across
the
world
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/w3cszj47, reaching about 500 views from our
social media platforms.
 In addition, we conducted 7 local radio programs reaching more than 10,000 listeners
on each show together with over 3 million listeners across the country both online and
offline.
 On social media 6 articles and 34 short videos were posted to further increase
awareness beyond the project geographical reach with over 2000 views and 600
engagements
 We also participated in the Joint Women Statement, press release by Chief JusticeDavid-Maraga on “DISSOLUTION OF PARLIAMENT”.
 To increase awareness nationally, Rona has also led the creation of ‘Association of
Widowed Organizations in Kenya’ a consortium of 16 widow organizations from 16
counties in Kenya, to petition the Building Bridges Initiative (BBI) – on Omission of All
Widowed Persons in the BBI
Report that’s undergoing the
national
constitution
review
process.
Protecting young girls from becoming
vulnerable amidst covid19!
 To protect the next generation,
we held over 20 mentorship
sessions for more than 100 girls
from Orengo and Uhendo villages
to talk to the girls about
reproductive
health,
healthy
relationship dynamics and support
them with dignity packs – that
included sanitary towels, tissue paper, and panties.
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Currently enrolled are 100 high potential girls from Orengo and Uhendo Primary
School in class 5, 6, 7 and 8. 13 of the girls scored above average in the final year exams,
and aim to join secondary schools subject to availability of resources. The project aims to
have a scholarship wing in 2022. We aim to increase the scope to the neighbouring
schools.
Lobbying for global policy review on widowhood matters!
 Lobbied & organized online campaigns and media campaigns and mentored rural
widowed women to speak out in local radio stations creating awareness and advocate to
outlaw
“widow
cleansing
practices”.
 In 2020, Rona published a
petition the Building Bridges
Initiative,
a
National
Constitution Review Agency in
Mainstream Media to Lobby for
outlawing of Harmful Cultural
Practices (widowhood), and
creations
of
Office
of
Widowhood Persons at both
County and National Level. We
also distributed our proposed
widows
charter
to
key
stakeholders in Siaya County for review, to be presented to Siaya County Assembly for
policy creation.
 Rona joined Minderoo Foundation to publish a report and make a difference #WalkFree #StackedOdds report launch to end modern slavery in our generation.
https://www.walkfree.org/reports/stacked-odds/; further creating room for a
possible future implementing partnership. Rona Foundation presented a video evidence
that is being used currently to advocate for the right of widows of all ages, as well as those
in Crisis and Conflict. We joined other INGOs to present a paper titled ‘COVID A dossier
of evidence for the attention of CEDAW 2020. https://www.widowsforpeace.org/wpcontent/uploads/2020/11/DOSSIER%20%20Discrimination%20against%20widows%202020.pdf
 Rona has joined other INGOs on the yet to be published report “global evidence and
data on Widows and COVID-19”, aimed to give updates and country perspectives led by
Widows for Peace through Democracy.


Rona Covid19 Response:
Our approach relied on two integrated parts: direct interventions and home-based care program
through our RONA widow leaders and Community Action Teams (CAT) empowering the over 6000
members’ network. Through the support of Friends of Rona (Globally), Arch Diocese of Cologne,
Atlantic Institute, Modern Widows Club and the Forgotten International, we implemented a 5month
program to Alleviate Hunger to widowed housed holds, including Elderly Widows and Orphans
in Siaya County.
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Our covid19 Community-Based Response









Distribution of Food Packs: We delivered food packs to 250 widowed households, including
60 elderly widows with 780 orphans
under their care across 20 villages in
Siaya County.
Provision of Basic Medical Care to
elderly widows: We responded to
more than 120 emergency medical
needs to elderly widows, and continue
to respond and treat basic ailments
through the Rona Centre.
Handwashing
and
Sanitation
Campaigns: RONA installed 15
handwashing stations across major
entry points at Community centres and
Chiefs Camp.
Girls Mentorship and Distribution of Sanitary towels: We have distributed more than 300
boxes of sanitary towels to rural school going girls. We have also held 60 mentorship sessions
for 200 girls in Uhendo and Wagoma village in Siaya County.
Boy Mentorship and Rona Football Club: As schools remained closed, we kept the school
going boys engaged through the Rona Football club, where the played matches, and through
that we invited male mentors to talk to them. We have over 56 boys from age 3-18 all engaged
in

Winning males as champions for social change!
 Rona has won 48 men to be widow champions in Siaya County through Mjane
Kwanza Program funded by Forumciv. We conducted 5 sensitization and 5 Dialogue
forums between male champions, duty
bearers and widow leaders, to provide
a platform where widows aired their
grievances on SGBVs and Widow
Cleansing, including the role of male
stakeholders and duty bearers.

A slight change in attitudes and
behaviour has been recorded. This is
evidenced by Male Police Officers
actively participating in community
outreaches to our widow groups.
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Partnerships & Networking:
 We launched a partnership with the Kenya Police Administration Unit Siaya Gender Desk Police Officers, in all the 6 sub counties. The partnership has so far
enabled us to strengthen our tactics
in preventing and responding to
SGBVs, Widow Cleansing and
Widow abuse with the 24 Gender
desk Police Officers of the 6 sub
counties of Siaya joining the
community action team.
 We collaborated with the Kenya
Scouts Association. The scout
coordinators, trained adolescent
girls and boys in wagoma village to
have a positive change in the
community as Messengers of Peace.
 We joined the SDG Kenya Forum consortium, a of network of over 200 ngos in
Kenya, in the category of gender. This has birthed the connection to widow
organizations in Zambia for a possible adaptation of Mjane Kwanza in Mansa District,
Zambia.
 We joined the Criterion Institute - consortium for both Local and in NGOs using
finance as a tool to create social change.
 Rona partnered with ESD Global an organization that empowers women, girls and
vulnerable populations, on various strategy for domestic violence prevention.
 Rona has partnered with Vitech College to support needy students for college
scholarship for skills development training.
The Rona Centre: Providing basic-care to marginalized communities
A resource mobilization strategy has been laid down dependent on collaborations, adaptations,
local resource mobilization strategies for future sustainability for both beneficiary impacts, and
the organization in 2021. Orphan education, care and support remains our most challenging and
overwhelming need.
Education


Rona supports 29 resident vulnerable children at Rona Centre. 16 children in
Secondary school, 13 in primary school; and over 150 OVCs others by tailoring
and donating uniforms, weekend feeding,
deworming and providing other basic health
needs. We also offered 4 scholarships to Vitech
College to needy students for skills development
training.
 We upgraded & improve our children’s
dormitory – boys room with 3 bunk beds and
beddings.
 We acquired land to expand and improved our
Rona ECD Academy to class 1 &2, with the aim of
building a full private primary school (Rona
Mission School) in 2021/22.
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Rona started Rona Tailoring School (ROTAS) that offers scholarship to 6 teenmums and young widows to help them have skills. This has helped the girls who
are unable to join collages due to poverty and other related teenage pregnancy
factors.

Agriculture:
Further the centre executes a range of farming and livestock cultivation for income
generation, and a model as a social enterprise. We began sheep rearing, poultry farming
in 2020.
 Our Orchard project with over 30 assorted fruit trees, papaya, mangoes, oranges,
lemons, bananas has had continuous harvests for consumption. The orchard will be
expanded as we aim to create sustainable income from the harvests.
 In 2019 the Farm cooperative
provides food security for 50 widows
and over 27 resident orphans orphans
at Rona Centre, and over 150 OVCs in
the community, many of which are
HIV positive and require special diet.

Eco-tourism:
 Rona has vision to having for local and mission tourism to host workshops, teams
and local partners by 2022. We welcome team bookings for 2021/2022.
 Completion of Volunteer House: After 7yrs we completed the volunteer house that
can accommodate 10 volunteers, and currently used by our staff during field
activities. We aim to host teachers and medical – gap year student volunteers when
travel opens up.
We constructed a WASH Program.


Through the generosity of our cherished friends in Seattle, USA in partnership with
Serving Others Worldwide, The Forgotten International and Modern Widows Club,
Rona constructed a 4-door toilet with 2 bathrooms. Through this coordinated
partnership we also implemented covid19 health protocols and installed 3 tanks and
wash areas. Thank you so much!

Rona Clinic expansion plans
Rona Clinic continues to provide basic health treatments to the community.




We employed one community health worker to run the clinic full time with
ongoing capacity building.
We provided over 480 HIV impacted women, men and orphans annually with
urgently needed health care services
We acquired an extra acre piece of land aimed towards expanding our clinic to
a full dispensary/hospital at Rona Centre. Subject to availability of resources, we
aim to expand Rona clinic by 2022, and further provide urgently needed
comprehensive health services to the local community, and the surrounding
islands as a social enterprise.
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In 2019-2020 We provided 1 basic widow houses to destitute widows
 Most rural widows live in undignified housing structures in abject poverty. Over the last
8 years we build over 53 widow houses and fundraising for more widow houses.
 Due to our lean approach where the community comes together to build as much as
possible by themselves a dignified house costs around 650 USD.

Immediate and long term needs
For our work we rely for over 45% on private donations. We urgently need your support!
Our needs range from School fees, to completing classrooms, cottages, economic empowerment
funding to our widow groups and to extending our Rona Centre.
Transportation & logistics remain our greatest challenge to date as our existing motorcycle is over
used on impassable roads. We are seeking co-funding to complete our classrooms and cottages.
I am counting on your continued support. Thank you for making 2020 survivable through your
emails, phone and social media connections.
God bless you and keep you safe!

Roseline Orwa
Founder | Director, Rona Foundation
www.ronafoundation.co.ke
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